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NATIONAL WEBINAR 

 

LATEST TECHNOLOGIES IN NURSING EDUCATION 
 

 
Sree Vidyanikethan College of Nursing organized a National Webinar on ‘LATEST 

TECHNOLOGIES IN NURSING EDUCATION’ on 20-1-2021. The resource person is Mrs. 

Kannekanti Saraswathi M.S.N, Honorary Director for Skill Development Center, Ramdev Rao 

Memorial Hospital, Hyderabad. 

 

The resource person addressed the participants on distinguished aspects such as, Evolution of 

learning from traditional to innovative methods, latest technologies in nursing education, teacher 

centered innovative methods i.e Direct instruction, flipped classrooms, kinesthetic learning, 

differentiated instruction, expeditionary learning, personalized learning, game based learning. 

 

 

 
Mrs. Saraswathi delivered lecture on how to insert innovative learning thought in learner through 

mind set, self-reflection, ask open ended question, create flexible environment, use problem finding 

and problem solving, imbibing an attitude among the students on taking full risks and accepting 

failures, inviting entrepreneurs and innovators to the class rooms and motivated to follow advanced 

technologies in the field of education to involve both students and teachers.  
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The resource person emphasized on innovative methods of clinical teaching which included 

simulations, concept mapping, role play, debating, and problem based learning, average learning 

retention rates. 

 

 

 

Mrs. Saraswathi also insisted to undergo  the online courses  and practice distance education 

strategies like  E-Learning, QR (Quick response)code,  chat rooms  ,computer assisted instruction, 

videoconferencing etc. 
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Totally 204 participants from various institutions participated in the webinar and gained the 

knowledge. 
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